Minutes
Regular Meeting #2
Beta Zeta Chapter of Sigma Gamma Epsilon
Tuesday, 30 January 2007

In attendance were:
Executive Committee: Matthew Belobraydic, Lucas Buckingham, Tanya Justham, Matthew Burton-Kelly.
Regular Members: Chase Christenson, Abby
Also present: Joseph Hartman, Darin Buri

Opening

Reading of Minutes
Minutes approved by members.

Treasure’s Report
The organization has no money.

Reading of Chapter Correspondence
No correspondence to be read.

Standing Committee Reports
--Executive Committee
Matt B. is sending out a letter to department heads asking for volunteers for monthly lectures.
Decided that lectures will be held on the the 3rd Thursday of each month school is in session.

Old Business
Tours: Tanya needs volunteers to do tours on Thursday.
Darin is going to bind the tour guide that Mike Davis and Marron Bingle wrote.
Grad rep.: SGE is going to ask for volunteers to be graduate student rep to the faculty meetings. If no one volunteers, something else will have to be arranged. If more than one person volunteers, elections will have to be held. This is not limited to Sigma Gamma Epsilon members.
Fundraising: Large quantities of merchandise are going to be expensive. Matt B. suggests a rock auction. Tanya is going to set this up. If we use UND or the logo we are going to get in trouble with the university (Emil). Joseph is ordering mollusk shirts in the near future from Nelson Specialties. Tanya volunteered for Fundraising Coordinator.

New Business
Lucas Buckingham is in charge of recruitment of new members.

**Announcements**
No announcements.

**Open Floor**
Lucas is heading spring banquet committee.
AUG is working on the student newsletter. Everyone should give Chase stuff to put in it.
Tanya offers that Sigma Gamma Epsilon help Joseph with the Alumni newsletter.
Spring Banquet: Matt BK thinks we need some hard deadlines. Joe is going to make up a priority list for who to invite. We have a limit of about 150 people. Lucas will have prices for catering by next Executive meeting. Joe suggests "station" idea for food, Bob's Catering.

**Closing**